Introduction and preliminaries {#Sec1}
==============================

Banach contraction principle (Banach [@CR6]) was proved in 1922. After many generalizations of this principle were introduced in metric spaces. Also, in recent years some important generalizations of usual metric spaces were defined. *b*-metric space (Bakhtin [@CR5]; Czerwik [@CR9]) or metric type spaces-MTS by some authors (Hussain et al. [@CR13]; Jovanović et al. [@CR15]; Khamsi and Hussain [@CR17]; Stanić et al. [@CR26]) is well known generalizations of (usual) metric. Also several interesting results about the existence and uniqueness of fixed point were proved in *b*-metric spaces (Aghajani et al. [@CR2]; Amini-Harandi [@CR4]; Bakhtin [@CR5]; Czerwik [@CR9]; Ding et al. [@CR10], [@CR11]; Hussain et al. [@CR13], [@CR14]; Jovanović et al. [@CR15]; Khamsi and Hussain [@CR17]; Kir and Kiziltunc [@CR18]; Ozturk and Turkoglu [@CR21]; Radenović and Kadelburg [@CR22]; Roshan et al. [@CR24], [@CR25]).

The following definition is introduced in Bakhtin ([@CR5]) and Czerwik ([@CR9]).

**Definition 1** {#FPar1}
----------------
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In this case, the pair (*X*, *d*) is called a *b*-metric space (metric type space).

It should be noted that, the class of *b*-metric spaces is effectively larger than that of metric spaces, every metric is a *b*-metric with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Example 2* {#FPar2}
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**Definition 3** {#FPar3}
----------------
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A *b*-metric space is said to be complete if and only if each *b*-Cauchy sequence in this space is *b*-convergent.

**Proposition 4** {#FPar4}
-----------------

(Jovanović et al. [@CR15]) *In ab*-*metric space*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left( X,d\right) ,$$\end{document}$*the following assertions hold*: *Ab*-*convergent sequence has a unique limit*.*Eachb*-*convergent sequence isb*-*Cauchy*.*In general, ab*-*metric is not continuous*.

**Definition 5** {#FPar5}
----------------

(Hussain and Shah [@CR12]) Let (*X*, *d*) be a *b*-metric space. A subset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand (*E.A*)-property was introduced by Aamri and Moutawakil ([@CR1]). Later some authors introduced some new fixed point results using this concept (Ali et al. [@CR3]; Babu and Sailaja [@CR7]; Nazir and Abbas [@CR19]; Ozturk and Turkoglu [@CR20]). In this paper, we prove a common fixed point theorem for two pairs of mappings which satisfy the *b*-(*E.A*) property in *b*-metric spaces (Ozturk and Turkoglu [@CR20]).

**Definition 6** {#FPar6}
----------------

Let (*X*, *d*) be a *b*-metric space and *f* and *g* be selfmappings on *X*.(i)*f* and *g* are said to compatible if whenever a sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Remark 7* {#FPar7}
----------

Noncompatibility implies *b*-(*E.A*)-property.

*Example 8* {#FPar8}
-----------
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**Definition 9** {#FPar9}
----------------
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Main results {#Sec2}
============

In our first result of this section, we generalize, complement and improve recent results from (Ozturk and Turkoglu [@CR20], Theorems 2.1, Corollaries 2.2; 2.3 and Example 2.4) for b-metric spaces with much shorter proofs. We begin with our first result.

**Theorem 10** {#FPar10}
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*Remark 11* {#FPar12}
-----------
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**Corollary 13** {#FPar14}
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The following results are similar to previously and the proofs are omitted.
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Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

In this paper, we given new fixed point theorems for mappings satisfying *b*-(*E.A*)-property in *b*-metric spaces. Our results extended *b*-(*E.A*)-property results in the literature. Also in last section we proved well-posedness result in *b*-metric spaces.
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